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the New Mexico Military Institute. The sur-
rounding country is a farming and stock-
raising section. Ro swell is governed on the
city manager plan. Population, 1920, 7,033;
in 1930, 11,173, a gain of 58 per cent.
ROT, a disease afflicting sheep and occa-
sionally other domestic animals. It is caused
by the presence in the gall bladder of a
parasite known as the liver fluke, which is
developed from germs swallowed by the ani-
mals with their food. The average length of
the fluke is about one inch. Several dozen of
these parasites may sometimes be found in the
liver of a single sheep. Damp atmosphere or
damp • soil or fodder promotes the disease,
which in almost all eases proves fatal.
ROTA'TIOlSr OF CROPS, the practice in
agriculture and horticulture of growing dif-
ferent crops on the same piece of land in
succeeding years. The plant foods found in
the soil—nitrogen, phosphorus and potash—
occur in varying proportions in different
soils. Some plants require more of one of
these foods than others, and if the same plant
is raised on the land year after year, at least
one of these foods will become exhausted to
such an extent that the plant will not receive
sufficient nourishment to produce a good crop.
Moreover, if the same crop is grown continu-
ally on the same ground, diseases and insect
pests increase from season to season. Rust
and cinch bugs destroy wheat, but if a crop
of wheat is followed by one of corn or clover,
these pests disappear because there is nothing
for them to feed upon. Such crops as wheat,
oats and barley, that do not admit of tillage,
allow weeds to multiply rapidly. If such a
crop is followed by corn or some other crop
that admits of tillage for several weeks, most
of theVeeds are killed.
From the above illustration it is evident
that rotation of crops is necessary because—
 1.	It is one of the best means of maintain-
ing the fertility of the soil.
 2.	It is  a check  upon plant diseases  and
insect pests.
 3.	It   enables    the    farmer   to   check   the
growth of weeds.
Systems of Rotation. Many systems of
crop rotation have been advocated, and all
contain certain underlying principles that the
farmer should understand. However, no sys-
tem can be applied successfully to any large
area, because in planning crop rotation the
farmer must consider chiefly local conditions,
such as the nature and fertility of his soil, the
 adaptation of climatic conditions to the crops
under consideration, the probability of mar-
keting his crop at a profit, and the economy of
labor connected with raising the various
crops. All systems include grain crops, grass
crops and cultivated crops, with at least one
application of manure during the series.
The following five-years7 rotation yields
good results in many localities: First year,
corn? following an application of eight tons
of manure per acre; second year, wheat; third
and fourth years, grass (timothy and clover);
fifth year, oats.
School Work in Rotation of Crops. The
subject of agriculture in the public schools
is one to which more and more importance is
attached every year. In some counties each
teacher is furnished with a tentative course
in agriculture for all grades, and while it is
not compulsory usually to follow such an
outline, it is always strongly recommended.
If in any school there is sufficient interest
in the matter and enough time can be given to
it, a form of work in agriculture after the
following outline may well be adopted.
A field seventy-two feet by one hundred
eight feet, not counting spaces for walks,
should be provided. A diagram of such a plot
offered by County Superintendent George W.
Brown of Paris, Illinois, is used by permis-
sion. It is a modification of a plan suggested
by officials in the Western Illinois State Nor-
mal School.
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DIAGRAM OF EXPEBIMENTAL* FIELB
Every boundary line should be a grass or
gravel walk three feet wide. Every square
should be eighteen by eighteen feet. Be-
fore harvesting a crop on any square each
plot or square should be cut down to the
dimensions of the square rod for purposes
of easy computation and record. Having de-
' tennined the yield in one square rod, mul-

